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Abstract
The modern leisure cruise industry is one of the most dynamic and profitable sectors of the
global tourism industry. However, the cruise industry has entered a maturity stage in North
America, the largest cruise market in the world, as growth of the new-to-cruise segment
diminishes. Industry analysts emphasize that cruise lines need to not only attract new customers,
but also to motivate existing ones to repurchase. Achieving these dual goals demands a better
understanding of the differences between these market segments. This study used proprietary
reservation data containing more than one million individual records of cruisers’ demographic
and behavioral information. Analysis showed that compared with new cruisers, repeat cruisers to
a cruise brand are less price sensitive, live closer to embarking ports, are more likely to choose
longer cruises and better cabin types, and to book cruises further out from the sailing date; in
addition, there are notable behavioral differences between first-time and multi-time repeat
cruisers.
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Exploring behavioral differences between new and repeat cruisers to a cruise brand
1. Introduction
As one of the most dynamic and fastest-growing sectors of the global hospitality and
tourism industries, the modern leisure cruise industry welcomed more than 24.2 million cruisers
in 2016, with North America comprising 52.1% of this passenger volume (CLIA, 2017). As the
largest cruise market in the world, North America’s share of the global cruise market was more
than 90% before 2000, and more than 70% from 2000 to 2011 (Sun et al., 2014). Researchers
have identified a maturing phase in the North American cruise region (Jones, 2011), indicated by
continued passenger growth, but a declining growth rate, decreasing global market share, and
cruise lines moving ships to other regions, most notably Asia, to develop new markets where
growth potential is stronger (Sun et al., 2014).
Despite this slowing growth in North America, only 20% of this market has taken a
cruise (CLIA, 2011; Sun et al., 2011) and only 3% cruises each year (Rodrigue and Notteboom,
2013; Sun et al., 2014). While these figures should indicate potential for market development,
industry leaders have raised concerns about the decline in new cruisers (Sampson, 2014), which
comprised more than half the market in the early 2000s (Jainchill, 2006), down to 45% by the
middle of the decade (CLIA, 2008), and to 38% in 2014 (CLIA, 2015). On the other hand, the
growing repeater market (62% of cruisers in 2014) presents opportunities for market penetration
as cruise lines strive to encourage these customers who have taken 3.8 cruises on average (CLIA,
2015) to cruise more.
How cruise lines should allocate resources between market development and market
penetration is both a strategic and analytic question; however, little empirical research exists in
the cruise industry context to inform strategy (Petrick, 2005a). Academic research points to the
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benefits of repeat customers, including reduction of marketing and operational costs, generation
of positive word of mouth (WOM), and growth of revenue streams (Oliver, 1980; Reichheld and
Teal, 1996; Brunner et al., 2008). In tourism contexts, repeat patrons are important for
destinations and suppliers (Fakeye and Crompton, 1992; Petrick and Backman, 2001; Petrick,
2004a; Chen and Chen, 2010). However, these benefits can be context dependent; in some
industries and situations, loyal customers have higher expectations and actually cost more to
serve than new customers, whereas some new customers who never rebuy can be highly
profitable (Reinartz and Kumar, 2002).
The limited research on cruise loyalty has examined differences between new and repeat
cruisers, though typically using self-report measures (e.g., Li and Petrick, 2008; Petrick, 2004b,
2005a; Jones, 2011). For example, Petrick (2004a), using self-report data from one cruise line
sampled across two sailings, found few clear differences in terms of WOM, future intentions,
price sensitivity, and money spent between new and repeat cruisers based on how often they had
cruised with the brand. In follow-up analyses of this data, Petrick (2005a) found that new
cruisers tended to be younger and that satisfied new cruisers and loyal repeaters had greater
intentions to cruise again with the brand and to provide positive WOM (Petrick and Sirakaya,
2003). Jones (2011) studied self-reported influences on the decision to cruise by sampling from
six cruises of one cruise line and found that new and repeat cruisers are influenced by different
information sources, cruise attributes, and cruise motivations.
In terms of methodology, studies of new and repeat cruisers have largely used surveys
and qualitative approaches, methods that may not reflect actual behavior. For instance, Petrick
(2005b) reported that new and repeat cruisers do not differ in terms of self-identified price
sensitivity, though actual cruise price paid and choice of cabin category may indicate otherwise.
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To the best of our knowledge, no research has used objective behavioral data to examine the
differences between new and repeat cruisers. As such, this study offers a systematic, albeit
exploratory, comparison of new and repeat-cruiser segments using actual bookings from a cruise
line’s proprietary reservations database consisting of more than a million records.
The study addresses limitations of past research, namely self-report and qualitative data
collected from relatively small samples across at most a handful of cruises, by analyzing more
than one million records of actual cruiser behaviors across hundreds of sailings and diverse
itineraries for one cruise brand, making this study the first of its type in the travel and tourism
literature. Results highlight a number of important differences between new and repeat cruisers
to a brand that both clarify and extend past research, and that offer practitioners insights for
behavioral segmentation for attracting new and retaining customers. The study’s results also
offer insights for revenue management based on segment differences in reservation timing,
cabin-type selection, and prices paid. In sum, this research contributes to the literature by
showing the value of using actual behavioral data for understanding segment differences, which
offers implications for similar rigorous market analysis in other travel and tourism verticals. In
the next section we review relevant literature on tourist segmentation and develop hypotheses
based on past research. We then discuss this paper’s methodology for reorganizing reservation
records and identifying new and repeat cruisers, followed by the statistical methods used for
examining differences between groups. We then present results obtained from a two-step
framework about testing differences between new and repeat cruisers and then we discuss the
results for sensitivity analysis for a three-group comparison that splits repeat cruisers into firsttime repeaters and multiple-time groups. We close with a discussion of the study’s findings,
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implications for researchers and practitioners, and consideration of limitations and directions for
future research.

2. Literature review and hypothesis development
Tourism researchers have identified a variety of differences between new and repeat
customers in terms of demographic, psychographic, and behavioral factors, such as motivations
(Fakeye and Crompton, 1992; Lau and McKercher, 2004; Lim et al., 2016), preferences and
expenditure patterns (Lehto et al., 2004; Shani et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2013), satisfaction and
loyalty (Chi, 2012; Morais and Lin, 2010), and perceived value and risk (Fuchs and Reichel,
2011; Karamustafa et al., 2013). However, cruises differ from other travel and hospitality
products, making it challenging for consumers, especially novice buyers, to comprehend the
cruise product during the choice process—a main reason why travel agents still sell the majority
of cruises (Mancini, 2011).
The cruise product is complex, consisting of itineraries of varied lengths and multiple
ports of call, dozens of cabin categories, various onboard amenities and activities, numerous
dining and entertainment venues, different kinds of shore excursions, and many spending
opportunities, including alcohol and specialty dining, art auctions, gambling, and spa treatments;
indeed, modern cruise ships are floating resorts—destinations unto themselves (Kwortnik, 2006).
Given this complexity, we expect that cruisers with differing levels of product experience will
also differ in terms of key buyer behaviors, such as when they will buy (reservation timing), how
long of a cruise trip they will buy (trip duration), how far they will travel to a departure port
(travel distance), and how much they will spend on their cruise vacation (cruise spending).
2.1. Reservation timing
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In addition to the complexity of the cruise product, cruising has long suffered from a
variety of real or perceived objections to the experience that are especially prevalent among noncruisers, such as high cost of cruising, worries about seasickness or ship safety, concerns about
being confined on the ship, beliefs about regimentation and forced socialization, and a general
lack of knowledge about cruising (Mancini 2011). Such objections exacerbate decision
uncertainty. Travel risk has been identified as a major concern for tourists when planning a
vacation (Lo et al., 2011; Reisinger and Mavondo 2005), particularly when knowledge about the
tourism product is low (Wong and Yeh, 2009). Travelproduct information is important for
reducing purchase uncertainty (Gursoy and McCleary, 2004). Lo et al. (2011) showed that search
for the latest information about a destination was a primary method that tourists adopted to
reduce purchase risk. Furthermore, in the trip-planning phase, perceived risk can result in tourists
delaying their final decision (Wong and Yeh, 2009). Accordingly, compared to repeat cruisers
with more knowledge about cruising and fewer objections based on prior experience, new
cruisers face a higher level of uncertainty and will require more time to obtain relevant product
information before reserving their cruise. Thus, it is hypothesized that:
H1. New cruisers will book their cruises later (i.e., closer to the trip) than repeat cruisers.
2.2. Trip duration
In terms of travelers’ length-of-stay choices, previous research offers mixed findings.
Oppermann (1997, 1998) reported that compared to new visitors, repeat visitors to New Zealand
stayed longer in the country. Similarly, Tiefenbacher et al. (2000) found that repeat visitors to
small towns in Texas stayed in the location longer than did new visitors. Wang (2004) likewise
found that repeat tourists from mainland China to Hong Kong were more likely to stay longer
than new visitors (see also Lau and McKercher 2004). However, Li et al. (2008) reported the
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opposite—that new visitors were more likely to stay longer than repeaters (see also Shani et al.
(2012)). In the cruise industry, CLIA (2011) reported that novice cruisers generally allocate less
time for their first cruise than for subsequent cruises in order to “test” the cruise vacation
experience; thus, it is proposed that:
H2. New cruisers will purchase shorter cruises than repeat cruisers.
2.3. Travel distance
In tourism geography, research on the impact of distance on tourist behavior generally
finds that demand declines with distance to the destination (McKercher, 2008). In the cruise
context, the need to travel further to reach departure ports would also increase the overall trip
cost and associated purchase risk. However, research shows that new visitors to a destination
tend to travel greater distances than do repeat visitors (Tiefenbacher et al., 2000). Li et al. (2008)
noted that repeat visitors were more likely to drive to their destinations, whereas new visitors
tended to travel further distances by flying. Along these lines, it is proposed that new cruisers are
more likely to live farther away from departure ports, and repeat cruisers are more likely to live
closer.
H3. New cruisers will travel farther to reach embarking ports than will repeat cruisers.
2.4. Cruise spending
Tourism researchers have argued that repeat visitors form an important market for
destination management (Fakeye and Crompton, 1992; Petrick and Backman, 2001; Petrick,
2004a; Chen and Chen, 2010). Conventional wisdom in the cruise industry holds that repeaters
tend to choose more expensive cruise brands (FCCA, 2012) and to spend more on their cruises
(Applegate et al., 2006). However, as Petrick (2004a) stated, “it is only an assumption…that
repeat visitors are good visitors.” In contrast, Oppermann (1997) showed that new tourists to
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New Zealand tended to spend more money than repeaters. Likewise, Petrick (2004a) reported
that new cruisers tended to spend more on their trips. Despite the conflicting findings in the
tourism literature (Shani et al., 2012), we expect that new cruisers will pay less for their trips and
will book lower-priced cabin categories (suites and balcony cabins vs. ocean view and interior
cabins) than repeat cruisers, consistent with conventional wisdom in the industry and the
prediction in this paper that new cruisers will book shorter trips. Thus, it is hypothesized that:
H4. New cruisers will pay less for their cruise tickets than repeat cruisers.
H5. New cruisers will choose less expensive cabins than repeat cruisers.
Fig. 1 summarizes the empirical framework examined in the study that follows.

3. Methodology
The data for this research was obtained from the reservation system of a major cruise line
based in North America that serves the mass market, and features more than a million passenger
records across 2 years. Each record includes booking information as well as demographics for an
individual cruiser (gender, age, city, state, and country). Booking information includes cruise
identifier (a unique code given to each cruise), itinerary, embarkation port (4 ports in Florida,
USA 1), date of sailing, duration of the cruise (2–16 days), booking date, cabin type selected, and
price paid. To examine travel distance, it was necessary to obtain the distance between cruisers’
locations and the embarkation ports in Florida. Although the data included the city and state of
residence of the cruiser, to simplify analysis across more than one million records, the distance
between the capital of the home state and Orlando (centrally located in Florida) was used as each
cruiser’s distance information. Cruisers sourced from Florida were assigned one hundred miles

1

We call these Port 1, Port 2, Port 3 and Port 4 to maintain confidentiality of the data.
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as the distance to the departure port given that the most populous areas of Florida are within 100
miles of one of the four state cruise ports. The reservation database did not contain information
about past cruise experience. Based on the assumption that a cruiser used the same phone
number to book his/her cruise vacation across the two-year booking window, the same phone
number identifier across different booking records represented repeat cruisers.
The focus on customer behavior associated with one cruise brand, combined with the
relatively narrow booking window for an infrequently purchased tourism product, constrained
the data in such a way that distinctions between new and repeat cruisers would be more
evident— but this also limited the set of repeat cruisers to the brand. To obtain independent
samples, all new-cruiser data and only the most recent records for repeat cruisers was retained.
For example, for five-time cruisers, only used the fifth record for the five-time-cruiser sample
was used. This data qualification process yielded 1,061,384 records, with 1,020,530 new
cruisers, 36,466 two-time cruisers, 3454 three-time cruisers, 634 four-time cruisers, 186 fivetime cruisers, and 114 cruisers with more than five cruises with the company during the two-year
data period, accounting for 96.15%, 3.44%, 0.33%, 0.06%, 0.02% and 0.01%, of the total sample
respectively. Finally, selecting only those cruisers who identified as U.S. residents yielded a final
sample of 1,026,689 booking records. Because of limited records for cruisers with more than five
cruises with the company, only those records spanning from new to five-time cruisers was used
for analysis. Furthermore, because of the large number of records for the new cruiser segment,
10% of the records for this group was randomly selected as the sample for analysis. Table 1
shows the final sample for analysis.
A two-stage procedure was employed to analyze differences between the new and repeat
cruisers. In the first stage, differences in choice behavior was tested using binary comparison,
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independent t-test analysis for continuous variables including location, cruise duration, price
paid, and reservation timing, and chi-square analysis for categorical variables (e.g., cabin type).
In the second phase, sensitivity analysis was used to compare new, first-time repeat and multitime repeat cruiser groups. The three-group scenario used one-way ANOVA and chi-square
analysis with a multiple comparison procedure for continuous variables and categorical
variables, respectively.

4. Results
Table 2 shows demographic and booking behavior for the study sample. In terms of
gender, 54.1% of the sample is female and 45.3% are male. The cruisers’ average age is 44.29,
with means of 42.11 and 45.96 for new and repeat cruisers, respectively; this age difference is
significant (t=−77.11; p < 0.001). One-way ANOVA also revealed significant differences
(F=3210.13; p < 0.001) in age between the three groups. Post-hoc analysis with Tukey’s HSD
test showed that multi-time cruisers are significantly older (mean=54.27 years) than first-time
repeat cruisers to the brand (mean=48.99 years) and new cruisers (mean=42.11 years), and firsttime repeat cruisers are significantly older than new cruisers, consistent with prior research
showing that new cruisers are younger than repeat cruisers (Petrick 2005a).
4.1. Reservation timing (H1)
In the cruise industry, there tends to be a long booking window, often months in advance
of the sailing date. With respect to cruisers’ reservation timing before sailing, new cruisers
booked their trips closer to the sailing date (an average of 12.57 week prior) than repeat cruisers
to the brand (an average of 13.18 weeks prior) (t=−8.68; p < 0.001); see Table 3a for the results
of binary comparison. Multi-group analysis using one-way ANOVA also showed significant
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differences between the three behavioral groups (F=56.21; p < 0.001); see Table 3b for the
results of multi-group comparison. However, post hoc analysis revealed a more complicated
pattern: the brand’s multi-time cruisers actually booked closer in (mean 12.19 weeks out) than
did new cruisers (mean 12.57 weeks out), though first time repeat cruisers booked the farthest
out (mean=13.30 weeks out). Therefore, H1 is rejected.
4.2. Cruise duration (H2)
In terms of cruise length, the average duration was 5.60 days, with a mean of 5.46 days
for new cruisers and 5.94 days for repeat cruisers to the brand. The independent-sample t-test
indicated that this difference is significant (t=−42.73; p < 0.001). Multi-group analysis using
one-way ANOVA yielded significant differences between cruiser groups (F=960.92; p < 0.001).
However, post-hoc analysis with the Games-Howell test showed that cruise duration of the
brand’s first-time repeat cruisers (mean=5.93 days) and multiple-time repeat cruisers
(mean=5.97 days) was not statistically different. In general, these results support hypothesis H2
and are consistent with industry research suggesting that new cruisers test the cruise vacation
experience by allocating less time for their first cruise than to subsequent cruises (CLIA, 2011).
4.3. Travel distance (H3)
The data showed that average travel distance to embarking ports was 690.98 miles. An
independent sample t-test revealed that repeat cruisers to the brand were more likely to live
closer to departing ports than new cruisers, with mean distance to Orlando (Florida) of 546.79
miles and 750.63 miles, respectively (t=60.90; p < 0.001). One-way ANOVA showed significant
differences (F=2008.33; p < 0.001) between behavioral groups. Because of unequal variances
(Levene’s test F=35.48, p < 0.001) and unequal sample sizes, post hoc analysis with the GamesHowell test was used for multiple comparisons. Results showed that new cruisers traveled
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significantly farther to embarkation ports (mean=750.63 miles) than both the brand’s first-time
repeat (mean=563.68 miles) and multi-time repeat cruisers (mean=406.97 miles), in support of
H3.
4.4. Cruise spending (H4)
The brand’s cruisers spent an average of $461.80 on their cruise fare, with new cruisers
spending $451.77 and repeaters spending $486.03. Results of the independent-sample t-test
showed significant differences between cruiser groups, though in the opposite predicted direction
(t=−19.86; p < 0.001). Unlike previous research (Kalyanaram and Little, 1994; Oppermann,
1997; Petrick, 2004b), though consistent with conventional wisdom in the cruise industry, we
found that new cruisers are more price sensitive than repeaters, spending less on their trip.
Results of the multi-group ANOVA also revealed significant differences between groups
(F=210.27; p < 0.001). Post hoc analysis with Tukey’s HSD showed that new cruisers spent less
($451.77) than both the brand’s first-time repeat (mean=$487.20) and multi-time repeat cruisers
(mean=$476.38). It is notable that we found a concave pattern in terms of price and cruise
history, indicating that multi-time repeat cruisers to the brand paid significantly less (p < 0.05)
than cruisers repeating for only the first time, though both groups paid significantly more than
new cruisers. Therefore, H4 is supported.
4.5. Cabin selection (H5)
With respect to cabin-type selection, more than 75% of the brand’s cruisers selected
interior (39.8%) and ocean view (38.7%) cabins, followed by balcony cabins (17.0%) and suites
2
(4.5%). We found significant differences between segments (𝑥𝑥(3)
=1401.98; p < 0.001),

indicating that new cruisers were more likely to book what are typically lower-cost cabin

categories than repeat cruisers to the brand: interior cabins (new cruisers (40.2%) vs. repeaters
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(38.8%)) and ocean-view cabins (new cruisers (40.8%) vs. repeaters (33.5%)). In contrast, new
cruisers were less likely to book better cabin categories: balcony cabins (new cruisers (14.4%)
vs. repeaters (23.2%)), though, interestingly, new and repeat cruisers to the brand were equally
likely to book suites (4.5% each).
Multi-group chi-square analysis of cruisers’ cabin-type selection reveals significant
2
differences between the three groups (𝑥𝑥(3)
=1438.52; p < 0.001). Multi-time repeat cruisers to the

brand were more likely to choose better cabin types—suites (5.1%) and balcony cabins (25.9%)
than first-time repeaters (4.5%, and 23.0% respectively) and new cruisers (4.5%, and 14.4%
respectively). Multi-time repeat cruisers were less likely to choose ocean-view cabins (28.9%)

than first-time repeaters (34.1%) and new cruisers (40.8%). However, the choice pattern was less
clear for interior cabins, with multi-time repeaters choosing this category in similar proportion to
new cruisers (40.1% vs. 40.2%), but significantly more than first-time repeaters (38.5%). In
general, the findings indicated that repeaters, in particular multi-time repeat cruisers, were more
likely to choose better cabins than consumers taking their first cruise. Thus, H5 is supported.
Cruise fares are usually associated with cabin types, though there can be considerable
variability in prices paid within category. Given this we re-examined hypotheses 4 and 5 by
testing for between-subjects effects of the relationship between cruiser behavioral group, cabin
type, and their interaction (cruiser group * cabin type) on price, starting first with the binary
comparison of new cruisers to the brand and repeaters. As Table 4 shows, analysis produced
statistically significant interaction and main effects (p < 0.001). Therefore, we further explored
the mean difference in price between groups in each cabin type.
As shown in Table 5, for balcony, ocean view, and suite cabins, significant differences (p
< 0.001) between new and repeat cruisers are found in terms of price paid, but not for the interior
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category (p > 0.05). The pattern of results for price paid within category by new cruisers and
repeaters is complex. For higher-end suite cabins, the choice proportion is the same for each
group (4.1%), but new cruisers paid significantly less ($919.25) than repeat cruisers to the brand
($991.52). On the other hand, repeat cruisers were more likely to choose a balcony cabin
(20.9%), but paid less ($763.60) than new cruisers (13.1% and $788.81). Finally, new cruisers
were more likely to stay in an ocean-view cabin (37.0%) and to spend less on it ($413.36) than
were repeat cruisers (30.3% and $436.02).
To shed additional light on the price and cabin-type analysis, we used correspondence
analysis, a statistical technique for representing the rows and columns of a two-way contingency
table, to show the frequency of selection of cabin types across the three cruiser segments. The
joint plot reveals the interrelationships between cruiser segments and cabin types, where the
closer the categories are, the more they are associated. As Fig. 2 demonstrates, new cruisers
tended to choose ocean view and interior cabins, whereas repeat cruisers to the brand were more
likely to select balcony and suite cabins. This finding further supports the price-sensitivity results
by showing that repeat vacationers were more likely to pay more for a better cabin.
Multi-group one-way ANOVA of price paid within cabin category revealed differences
for all four categories: suite (F=19250.35; p < 0.001), balcony (F=29.11; p < 0.001), ocean view
(F=18.33; p < 0.001), and interior (F=4.63; p < 0.05) between the three cruiser segments (see
Table 6 and Fig. 3), though the pattern of differences varies. Post-hoc analysis with Tukey’s
HSD test indicated significant differences in prices for some, but not all groups within cabin
type. For suites, multi-time repeat cruisers paid less ($981.08) than first-time repeat cruisers
($992.92), but not than new cruisers ($919.35). For balcony cabins, multi-time repeat cruisers
spent less ($742.52) than both first-time repeat cruisers ($766.31) and new cruisers ($788.81).
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For ocean-view cabins, multi-time cruisers spent significantly more ($428.94) than new cruisers
($413.36), but less than first-time repeat cruisers ($436.74), though the results for the latter
comparison were not statistically significant. Finally, for interior cabins, multi-time repeat
cruisers spent significantly less ($345.21) than first-time repeat cruisers ($358.37) and new
cruisers ($354.38), though the latter difference was not statistically significant. In general,
although the results across cabin types were mixed, the pattern for price paid within cabin
category indicates that multi-time cruisers paid less for their cabins than first-time repeaters, who
also generally paid more than new cruisers; however, the pattern is split between multi-time
repeaters and new cruisers. These results suggest first-time repeat cruisers to the brand were
willing to pay more for a better experience, but that as cruisers gained product knowledge
through repeat purchases, they became more price sensitive, a finding consistent with prior
research (e.g., Kalyanaram and Little, 1994; Oppermann, 1997; Petrick, 2004a).

5. Discussion and implications
Using a two-stage analytic approach, this study uncovered a set of differences between
new and repeat cruisers to a cruise brand in terms of six important consumer behaviors: 1)
reservation timing; 2) trip duration; 3) travel distance to the cruise port; 4) price paid for the
cruise fare; 5) cabin-type selection; and, 6) price paid for each cabin type. A summary of results,
compared with previous studies is presented in Table 7. In general, the results show that
compared with repeat cruisers, new cruisers booked their cruises closer to the departure date,
were more price sensitive, traveled farther to embarking ports, were more likely to choose
shorter cruises, and were more likely to purchase less expensive cabin types. However, a few of
these findings are qualified when we examine cruisers who are repeating for the first time vs.
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those repeating for multiple times. Specifically, we found that cruisers taking their third or more
cruise with the brand tended to be older, were more price sensitive, lived closer to embarking
ports, were more likely to choose longer cruises and better cabin types, and booked closer to the
departure date than cruisers repeating for only the first time. The clear implication of these
findings is that not all brand repeaters are alike and that the multiple-repeat segment may be
more demanding than the first-time repeater. Thus, the generally accepted notion that repeat
cruisers are more profitable is suspect given the empirical results from this study. The behavioral
segment that appears to be most attractive are the first-time repeaters to the brand who are
willing to invest more in their second cruise, but who have not yet developed the product
knowledge and price sensitivity of multi-time repeat cruisers to the brand.
5.1. Implications for marketing management
Consistent with previous studies in tourism (e.g., Gitelson and Crompton, 1984;
Tiefenbacher et al., 2000; Lau and McKercher, 2004; Li et al., 2008), the current research shows
that new cruisers are younger than repeaters. Accordingly, to attract new cruisers, cruise lines
should target younger consumers with media and messages that will best connect with a younger
demographic. According to Cruise Lines International Association, from 2002 to 2013, only 6%–
8% of cruisers per year were between the ages of 25 and 29 (CLIA, 2008 2011, 2015). To be
more successful in attracting younger cruisers, the industry needs to dispel notions that a cruise
ship is confining, with a strict daily schedule for dining, limited entertainment and activity
options, and not enough time to spend at destinations. Arguably, the industry should leverage the
story-telling platform facilitated by social media and digital broadband (video) to present a
vibrant, diverse, and novel vacation experience ideally suited to younger travelers.
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Furthermore, younger consumers likely have less vacation time and budget than older
travelers, which is why we find that new cruisers are younger and more likely to choose shorter
cruises and generally spend less than repeaters. Therefore, to attract younger cruisers, cruise lines
should promote shorter (e.g., less than one week or long-weekend) itineraries and value-formoney cruises to the millennial market while highlighting the many social activities, diverse
facilities, and forms of entertainment available onboard. Cruise lines targeting new cruisers
might also feature the getaway benefits of embarkation ports and/or discounted air/sea packages,
given that new cruisers are more likely to travel greater distances to take a cruise.
The marketing effort for repeat cruisers also should be tailored to this segment—and to
the behavioral differences within this market. Our results show that repeaters to the brand tend to
come from source markets closer to departure ports, that the booking window is longer, and that
they are less price sensitive. These three factors indicate opportunities for targeting nearby
markets of repeaters (i.e., accessible through travel agent partners or a cruise line’s own
database) with upsell message or value-add offers—especially for first-time repeaters to the
brand, the second-time cruisers. Multi-time repeaters require a different approach, as they book
closer in and are generally more price sensitive, giving the impression of a more knowledgeable,
savvier cruise shopper. These repeaters may be more attracted to discount offers closer to the
date of sailing.
In terms of lodging preferences, the results of this research further indicate that
differences exist between behavioral groups in their choice of cabins. Specifically, the findings
reveal that new cruisers tend to sample the cruise experience by choosing less costly interior and
ocean-view cabin types, while repeaters to the brand are more likely to upgrade by selecting
balcony cabins (and for multi-time repeaters, by selecting suites). These findings make both
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intuitive and theoretical sense—repeaters who enjoyed their first value-oriented cruise
experience might aspire to a richer hedonic experience by traveling in a cabin featuring a
balcony overlooking the sea, even if this is a more costly option (Kwortnik and Ross, 2007; Miao
et al., 2014). Therefore, in the pre-purchase, dreaming phase of the cruise decision process,
cruise marketers could highlight the enhanced pleasure and experience benefits of the balcony
and suite cabins when messaging to repeat customers, as well as appeal to the repeater’s sense of
product expertise as cruise veterans who know the value of enhanced onboard lodging.
Finally, it is generally accepted that cruise lines need to carefully manage the sales
horizon to sail at full capacity and optimize both the ticket price and onboard revenue. Typically,
the earlier that customers book their cruise, the more the cruise line is able to maximize yield.
Consistent with previous research on general tourist behavior (e.g., Li et al., 2008), our results
showed that repeat cruisers to the brand—more so the first-time repeat cruisers—are more likely
to book earlier (further out) than are new cruisers. This finding can be explained by the
uncertainty novice cruisers face in the cruise decision process, as well as greater constraints they
have on available travel time. Gathering decision information is important for travelers to reduce
uncertainty or risk (Gursoy and McCleary, 2004; Lo et al., 2011) and to decrease related
information search efforts/costs; the closer-in booking behavior of novice cruisers is consistent
with the greater information-search behavior of general tourists. To stimulate early reservations
from new cruisers, cruise marketers need to simplify the information requirements and decision
process. As a first step, it is important to understand the information sources and needs that new
cruisers will rely on for their decision (Chen and Gursoy, 2000; Baloglu, 2001).
5.2. Implications for revenue management
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Like airlines and hotels, cruise lines face the challenge of selling the right products to the
right consumers at the right prices at the right time through the right channels with the purpose of
maximizing total revenue (Kimes, 1989; Sun et al., 2011). Given the nature of the cruise
industry, with segmented markets, fixed capacity, perishable inventory, a finite booking window,
and advanced sales (Sun et al., 2011), revenue management is a vital tool for effective capacity
control and dynamic pricing strategies. However, because the cruise industry serves
discretionary leisure travelers (Toh et al., 2005), there are particular difficulties associated with
segmenting customers and a longer booking window that make revenue management
challenging. The more that revenue managers know about the differences between market
segments (e.g., between behavioral segments), the better they can mitigate these challenges.
One objective of segmenting markets is to differentiate between consumers with differing
price sensitivity and willingness to trade-off price for purchase timing and varying service levels
(Sun et al., 2011). The data used in this study features elements that are important to revenue
management, such as multiple cabin types, different prices, and varied reservation timeframes
before departure. As such, the current study sheds light on how to behaviorally segment cruisers
for revenue management. Our results reveal differences between new cruisers and repeaters to
the brand in terms of cabin-type selection, price paid, and booking time. Thus, according to
Phillips (2005) and Sun et al. (2011), from a pricing and revenue optimization (PRO)
perspective, segmenting customers based on past experience can produce a revenue management
optimization problem (see Fig. 4), where pricing control is a powerful tool for incorporating
other factors.
According to results of this research, there are significant differences in pre-departure
booking windows, willingness to pay, and cabin-type preference between new cruisers and
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repeaters to the brand. It is notable that we found that new cruisers usually booked later than
repeaters across cabin types. Generally, balcony and suite cabins were reserved earlier than
interior and ocean-view cabins. Combining these findings, our results suggest that new cruisers
generally book later and prefer to spend less on interior and ocean view cabins, while repeaters
to the brand tend to book further out and prefer balcony and suite cabin even though they tend to
spend more on this cabin category. These findings are useful for revenue managers, as they use
the pricing lever to fill cabins of different categories across behavioral segments. For example,
based on booking data, weeks left to sail, the number of cabins still available, and fare classes
offered, cruise managers could determine what price promotions to launch, continue, or stop—
and for which behavioral segment—when product availability increases or decreases for the most
responsive segment.
The results of this study further suggest that price differentiation such as channel pricing
and regional pricing can be a powerful means for cruise lines to improve efficiency and
profitability. For example, with the appropriate rate fences in place (e.g., prices across cabin
categories), pricing could be different in the travel-agent vs. online channel depending upon
which behavioral segment and location markets these channels serve most effectively. Likewise,
regional pricing could be achieved by offering price flexibility depending on customers’ distance
to cruise ports and past cruise experience. In general, our results show that repeat cruisers to the
brand—especially first-time repeaters— are more desirable than new cruisers, because they are
more likely to reserve earlier and to spend more on most cabin types. When demand is high,
increasing revenue per guest by optimizing product availability and price is critical. The goal is
to avoid buy-down behavior of less price sensitive segments (e.g., first-time repeaters) to better
ensure that they will purchase higher-priced cabins; this is the type of behavior that our data
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indicate is common with multi-time repeat cruisers. To avoid buy-down behavior, interior and
ocean view cabins could be closed earlier for new cruisers, because they usually book later and
spend less than repeaters. In contrast, protection level of balcony cabins for new cruisers could
be adjusted to a higher threshold, and upgrading from an interior and ocean-view cabin to
balcony cabin with a higher price may be accepted by new cruisers.
When demand is low, stimulating early booking is important. In addition to offering early
booking incentives, such as a price guarantee, a discounted or value-added vacation package
(e.g., air-sea) could be offered to remote new cruisers to expand the customer pool as well as to
improve profit per guest. For repeaters to the brand, as the departure time nears, markdown
pricing for particular cabin types could also be effective for stimulating demand. In terms of
capacity allocation, interior and ocean view cabins with discounted fare classes could be closed
later for new cruisers than usual. For balcony cabins, a protection level could be set to a high
threshold to satisfy repeaters, although the multiple repeaters to the brand generally spend less
than new cruisers. For effective RM practice, demand forecasting for each segment and
theoretical revenue management models for optimal capacity control and dynamic pricing
deserve more attention in future research.

6. Conclusions and limitations
Although the global cruise industry is still in the growth stage, the North American
market has matured, making it increasingly important to better manage market demand by
attracting new customers and inducing existing ones to repurchase. Toward these dual goals,
cruise marketers should look to behavioral segmentation based on past customer experience and
to identify differences between new cruisers and repeaters. Previous studies in the general
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tourism context have revealed a variety of differences between new visitors and repeaters;
however, few studies have looked into the cruise market. This study contributes to the literature
by providing a systematic and comprehensive comparison of behavioral segments in the cruise
industry to understand segment differences in term of both booking behavior and demographics.
Unlike most previous research that uses subjective surveys to collect data, this study used a
database containing objective booking records. Based on the findings from the study, we provide
the industry with relevant managerial implications for brand management for attracting new
customers and repeat customers, as well as for enhancing sales from a revenue management
perspective.
Although these data and analyses yield statistically and practically significant findings,
we faced several limitations that affect the generalizability of the results. First, this study is
limited by the two-year booking window for one cruise brand. There is the possibility that some
cruisers categorized in the new-cruiser category have cruised earlier with the brand than the
dataset might indicate; or it is possible that the phone number used to identify the repeat cruisers
may not indicate the same persons. For instance, different family members may use the same
phone number for different cruises, or the same cruisers may have used different phone numbers
to book a repeat cruise.
Additionally, the data does not indicate if members of the sample cruised with other
cruise companies. Although a large number of records are used in this study, we were limited to
data from one company for analysis. The database also does not contain information about
onboard spending or shore excursion activities that could be different between behavioral
segments. To enrich the insights and generalizability of this research, it would be useful to obtain
a more complete picture of the behaviors of cruisers, from their booking activity to their onboard
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and post-cruise activity, both within and across cruise brands. Fortunately, cruise lines have
grasped the benefits of robust data management systems and the intelligence these systems can
yield; therefore, it is for future research to tap into this data to further explore the differences
between new and repeat-cruise customers for a brand and for cruise vacations across brands.
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Table 1. Number of Data Records in Each Sample Group.
Group by history

Number of records for
Percentage of the total dataset
analysis

New cruisers

89,764

9.6%

Two-time cruisers

33,131

100%

Three-time cruisers

3248

100%

Four-time cruisers

573

100%

Five-time cruisers

179

100%
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Table 2. Profile of Cruisers Sampled for Analysis.
New
Cruisers
Gender
Male
Female

Repeat
Cruisers

First-time
Repeaters

Multi-time
Repeaters

Overall

44.5%
54.7%

47.2%
52.4%

47.0%
52.6%

48.6%
51.1%

45.3%
54.1%

42.11
Age
Location/distance 750.63

45.96
546.79

48.99
563.68

54.27
406.97

44.29
690.98

Embarking port
Port 1
Port 2
Port 3
Port 4

3.3%
25.1%
52.4%
19.1%

7.2%
27.9%
49.5%
15.4%

7.2%
28.0%
49.3%
15.5%

6.8%
27.4%
51.5%
14.3%

4.4%
26.0%
51.6%
18.0%

Cruise Itinerary
Market 1
Market 2
Market 3
Market 4
Market 5
Market 6

26.6%
4.0%
23.6%
7.1%
38.5%
0.3%

20.5%
0.9%
18.6%
5.2%
54.1%
0.6%

20.5%
1.0%
18.7%
5.4%
53.9%
0.5%

20.8%
0.4%
17.4%
4.2%
55.9%
1.4%

24.8%
3.1%
22.1%
6.5%
43.0%
0.4%

5.94
13.18

5.93
13.30

5.97
12.19

5.60
12.75

Cruise Duration 5.46
Reservation time 12.57

Cabin type
33.5%
34.1%
28.9%
38.7%
Ocean View 40.8%
40.2%
38.8%
38.5%
40.1%
39.8%
Interior
14.4%
23.2%
23.0%
25.9%
17.0%
Balcony
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
5.1%
4.5%
Suite
451.77
486.03
487.20
476.38
461.80
Price
Notes: Location/distance is the distance in miles from the capital city of the cruiser’s
home state to their chosen embarkation port; Cruise itinerary represent collapsed sets of similar
sailing destinations and durations that are masked here to maintain confidentiality of the data;
Cruise duration is the length of the cruise in days; Reservation time is the number of weeks
before the sailing date that the cruise was booked; Cabin type is the type of cabin in the ship.
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Table 3a. Results of testing between the two groups.
New Cruisers Repeaters χ2 or t value
42.11
45.96
t = −77.11
Age
546.79
t = 60.90
Location/distance 750.63
5.46
5.94
t = −42.73
Duration
13.18
t = −8.68
Reservation time 12.57
Cabin type
Ocean View
Interior
Balcony
Suite
Price

Sig. (p-value)
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

χ2(3) = 1401.98 0.000
40.8%
40.2%
14.4%
4.5%
451.77

33.5%
38.8%
23.2%
4.5%
486.03

t = −19.86

0.000

Table 3b. Results of testing between the three groups.
New
Cruisers
42.11
Age
Location/distance 750.63
5.46
Duration
Reservation time 12.57

First-time
Repeaters
48.99
563.68
5.93
13.30

Multi-time
Repeaters
54.27
406.97
5.97
12.19

χ2 or F value
F = 3210.13
F = 2008.33
F = 960.92
F = 56.21

Sig. (pvalue)
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

χ2(3) = 1438.52 0.000

Cabin type
Ocean View
Interior
Balcony
Suite

40.8%
40.2%
14.4%
4.5%

34.1%
38.5%
23.0%
4.5%

28.9%
40.1%
25.9%
5.1%

Price

451.77

487.20

476.38

F = 210.27;

0.000
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Table 4. Tests of Between-Subjects Effects in terms of group and cabin type.
Dependent Variable: Price
Source
Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square
F
Sig.
4.09E9
11
3.72E8
8798.87 0.00
Corrected model
1.30E10
1
1.30E10
306163.00 0.00
Intercept
1388634.46
1
1388634.46 32.83
0.00
Cruiser group
3.63E9
5
7.27E8
17181.05 0.00
Cabin type
5
2390953.52 56.52
0.00
Cruiser group * cabin type 11954767.61
5.37E9
126883 42303.70
Error
3.65E10
126895
Total
9.46E9
126894
Corrected total
2
Adj. R = 0.43
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Table 5. Results of testing differences in price for each cabin type.
Cabin Types
Ocean View

Interior

Balcony

Suite

Percent Groups

N

Mean

New

33235

413.36

Repeat

11240

436.02

New

32749

354.38

38.7%

39.8%
Repeat

13005

356.89

New

11763

788.81

Repeat

7768

763.60

New

3687

919.35

Repeat

1525

991.52

17.0%

4.5%

t

Sig.

Difference

−10.40

0.00

Yes

−1.41

0.16

No

−10.40

0.00

Yes

−5.84

0.00

Yes
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Table 6. Results of testing differences in price between groups for each cabin type.
Cabin types
ANOVA

Ocean View
Interior
F = 56.91
F = 4.63
P = 0.00
p = 0.01
Sig.
Sig.
Post hoc analysis
**
Two-time
0.00
0.09*
New
Multi-time
0.03**
0.12
New
Multi-time
0.45
0.02**
Two-time
* The mean difference is significant at the 0.10 level.
** The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

Balcony
F = 29.11
p = 0.00
Sig.
0.00**
0.00**
0.02**

Suite
F = 18.33
p = 0.00
Sig.
0.00**
0.10*
0.92
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Table 7. Results of the current study.
Variables
■ Reservation
Timing

Previous findings
Cruise tourism: None.

Current study
■ New cruisers reserve cruises
less in advance of departure than
repeaters, though multi-time
repeaters book their cruises
closest in to the trip departure.

General tourism: New visitors plan their
visit more in advance (Li et al., 2008).
Cruise tourism: People generally allocate ■ New cruisers purchase shorter
■ Duration
less time for their first cruise than
cruises than repeat cruisers
(Length of stay)
subsequent cruises (CLIA, 2011).
General tourism: New visitors generally
have shorter stays than repeaters
(Oppermann, 1997, 1998; Tiefenbacher et
al., 2000; Wang, 2004; Lau and McKercher,
2004; c.f. Li et al., 2008; Shani et al., 2012).
Cruise tourism: None.
■ New cruisers travel further to
■ Location
embarking ports than repeaters.
(Distance of
travel)
General tourism: New visitors tend to travel
greater distance than repeaters
(Tiefenbacher et al., 2000; Li et al., 2008).
Cruise tourism: New cruisers and repeaters ■ New cruisers spend less than
■ Cruise
do not differ in terms of cruise spending repeaters. Cruisers who repeat
Spending Fare
(Petrick, 2004a).
for the first time spend the most.
Price
General tourism: New tourists tend to spend
more money than repeaters (Oppermann,
1997).
■ Cruise
Spending:
Cabin type
selection
Suites

Balcony

Cruise Tourism: None.

■ In general, repeat cruisers are
more likely to choose better
cabins than new cruisers.
■ Multi-time repeat cruisers are
more likely to choose suites than
first-time repeaters or new
cruisers.
■ Repeat cruisers are more
likely to stay in balcony cabins
than new cruisers.
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Variables
Ocean View

Previous findings

Interior

■ Cruise
Spending: Price
* Cabin Type
Suite
Balcony

Ocean View

Interior

Current study
■ New cruisers are more likely
to stay in ocean-view cabins
than repeaters.
■ New cruisers are more likely
to stay in interior cabins than
repeaters.

Cruise Tourism: None.
■ New cruisers spend less than
repeaters for suites
■ New cruisers tend to spend
more than repeaters for balcony
cabins.
■ New cruisers tend to spend
less than repeaters for oceanview cabins.
■ Two-time cruisers spend more
for interior cabins than new
cruisers and multiple-repeaters.
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Figure 1. Empirical Framework.
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Figure 2. Correspondence analysis for cabin type selection.
Note: Like the extraction of principal components in Factor Analysis, correspondence
analysis transforms the data into an equivalent space by vividly representing the
interrelationships of categories of row and column variables on a two-dimension map, where the
first dimension (Dimension 1) captures the largest amount of variability (inertia) in the data
points, followed by the second dimension (Dimension 2).
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Figure 3. Relationship of cabin prices and cruiser groups.
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Figure 4. Revenue management problem based on past experience of cruisers.

